TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
with the dictionary's obeisance to their progenitor: Chortle:
Chuckle loudly (invented by Lewis Carroll perhaps from chuckle,
snort) Galumph: Go prancing in triumph. (Made by Lewis
Carroll perhaps on gallop, triumph.)
To hunt down the pages of a dictionary in the deliberate hope
of finding a strange word is hardly fair; anyone can catch a star-
fish by going out for it with a shrimping-net. But to open the
dictionary for good solid reasons (such as how to spell onotnato-
poric) and then to happen on a strange word may be allowed
to count. Curious, the rules we still make for ourselves of what is
fair and unfair, what counts and what does not. I was looking
up "blackamoor" in connection with Othello (was it originally
three separate words beginning a proverb on parallel lines with
scratcharussians). My haul tnat time was Maccaboy: "kind of
snuff usually scented with attar of roses"—(For crossword educa-
tion purposes, the clue would have to be slightly facetious:
American slang greeting to a Scotsman ? Answer: " Maccaboy!")
And here on die same page is a bit of real information about the
origin of Macabre: "Danse macabre, dance of death; grim, grue-
some. (Perhaps French corruption of macab6 maccabee.)" And
do you happen to know the meaning of Lycanthropye No? It
means the transformation of a witch into a wolf.
Onomatopoeia is not in itself a word of beauty either for the
eye or for the ear. It is even mote difficult to remember
than "mesembryanthemum" with which I myself have never
had any trouble; or hysterectomy, which, on the contrary, I can
never introduce into my lighter chit-chat without hastily doing
a bit of Pelmanism with "hysterical deuteronomy", and thus
reaching hysterectomy round the corner. "When we were at
school most of Us were taught onomatopoeia by:
"The moan of doves in immemorial f3m*
And murmuring of innumerable bees"
and were told to moan and murmur the lines, to see how
Tennyson pulled it off. Virgil, if you were on die Classics side,
supplied one more onomatopoeic example:
"The sound of many a heavily galloping hoof"
uQuadrupedumque putrem cursu quatit ungula campum".
By crossword education I was interested to discover that the
author of the line: "apt alliteration's artful aid" had himself an
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